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This paper formalizes and tests two key assumptions of the concept of suprasegmental timing:
segmental independenceand suprasegmental mediation. Segmental independence holds that the
duration of a suprasegmental unit such as a syllable or foot is only minimally dependent on its
segments. Suprasegmental mediation states that the duration of a segment is determined by the
duration of its suprasegmental unit and its identity, but not directly by the specific prosodic context
responsible for suprasegmental unit duration. Both assumptions are made by various versions of the
isochrony hypothesis@I. Lehiste, J. Phonetics5, 253–263~1977!#, and by thesyllable timing
hypothesis@W. Campbell, Speech Commun.9, 57–62~1990!#. The validity of these assumptions
was studied using the syllable as suprasegmental unit in American English and Mandarin Chinese.
To avoid unnatural timing patterns that might be induced when reading carrier phrase material,
meaningful, nonrepetitive sentences were used with a wide range of lengths. Segmental
independence was tested by measuring how the average duration of a syllable in a fixed prosodic
context depends on its segmental composition. A strong association was found; in many cases the
increase in average syllabic duration when one segment was substituted for another~e.g.,bin versus
pin! was the same as the difference in average duration between the two segments~i.e., @b# versus
@p#!. Thus, the@i# and @n# were not compressed to make room for the longer@p#, which is
inconsistent with segmental independence. Syllabic mediation was tested by measuring which
locations in a syllable are most strongly affected by various contextual factors, including phrasal
position, within-word position, tone, and lexical stress. Systematic differences were found between
these factors in terms of the intrasyllabic locus of maximal effect. These and earlier results obtained
by van Son and van Santen@R. J. J. H van Son and J. P. H. van Santen, ‘‘Modeling the interaction
between factors affecting consonant duration,’’ Proceedings Eurospeech-97, 1997, pp. 319–322#
showing a three-way interaction between consonantal identity~coronals vs labials!, within-word
position of the syllable, and stress of surrounding vowels, imply that segmental duration cannot be
predicted by compressing or elongating segments to fit into a predetermined syllabic time interval.
In conclusion, while there is little doubt that suprasegmental units play important predictive and
explanatory roles as phonological units, the concept of suprasegmental timing is less promising.
© 2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!01202-9#

PACS numbers: 43.72.Ar, 43.72.Ja, 43.70.Fq, 43.70.Pf, 43.71.Hw@JLH#
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INTRODUCTION

In most research on timing in speech, results are
ported in the form of the effects of various contextual fact
on segmental duration~Crystal and House, 1988a, 1988
1988c; Klatt, 1976; Umeda, 1975, 1977; van Santen, 19!.
These contextual factors typically involve features of pho
logical units: prominence ofwords, locations ofwords in
phrases, and stress ofsyllables. While there is little disagree
ment about the validity of these factors, the emphasis
segmental duration as the focus of timing research has b
called into question for various reasons.

First ~Olive et al., 1993!, the definitions of certain seg
mental boundaries are either unclear, as in glide to vo
transitions, or somewhat arbitrary, as in vowel to nasal tr
sitions, where the acoustic correlates of the oral closure

a!Current address: Oregon Graduate Institute, 20000 NW Walker Road,
verton, Oregon 97006; electronic mail: vansanten@ece.ogi.edu
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used rather than the opening of the velic port.
Second, phenomena in speech that appear complic

when studied at the surface level can often be understoo
the articulatory level~Browman and Goldstein, 1990; Cole
man, 1992; Stevens and Bickley, 1991!, in particular in
terms of asynchronies between articulatory gestures. In f
the deletion or insertion of segments in certain contexts c
tainly poses a problem for segmental duration modeling,
can be explained easily in such articulatory terms.

Third, since contextual factors rarely cause unifo
changes in a segment, timing should be studied at the
segmental level. For example, certain contextual fact
~e.g., phrase boundaries! have a nonuniform effect on th
time course of a segment~Edwards and Beckman, 1988; d
Jong, 1991!, where later parts of the segment are incre
ingly more expanded when we compare phrase-final w
phrase-medial positions. Likewise, it is known that the du
tions of steady-state and glide parts of certain diphthongs
affected differently by the same contextual factors~Gay,
a-
101207(2)/1012/15/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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1968; Hertz, 1990; van Santenet al., 1992; van Santen
1996!.

While these first three reasons are based on indisput
facts, the fourth—suprasegmental timing—is of a more t
oretical nature. Here, it is claimed that one should focus
durations of phonological units larger than the phoneme~su-
prasegmental units! such as syllables~Campbell, 1990;
Campbell and Isard, 1991; Campbell, 1992!, feet ~Lehiste,
1977!, or interperceptual center groups, or intervals span
between the onsets of successive words~IPCGs! ~Barbosa
and Bailly, 1995!. The basis for this claim is the hypothes
that speakers tend to impose@~Campbell and Isard, 1991!, p.
37# ‘‘higher-level rhythmic regularity’’ on speech, meanin
that they control the durations of suprasegmental units w
more precision than segmental duration. If one focuses
segmental duration, one cannot capture these suprasegm
regularities adequately. To illustrate, if it were the case t
speakers keep the durations of feet constant~isochrony!, then
a system of segmental duration rules would have to incor
rate total foot duration in their prediction of segmental du
tion, because otherwise it is difficult and certainly unpr
cipled to model segmental durations in such a way that
durations in a foot would be precisely constant. The obvio
way to model segmental duration in the face of constant f
duration is to adjust segmental durations to fit into the c
stant foot interval.

In this paper, we are concerned with which factors
and do not affect the durations of suprasegmental units
their constituent segments. Isochrony can be viewed a
particularly extreme hypothesis, which states that no fac
affect the durations of suprasegmental units. Less extr
hypotheses include Lehiste’s version of the isochrony
pothesis according to which duration of a foot is affected
its internal structure~Lehiste, 1977!, and the syllable timing
hypothesis, according to which the duration of a syllable
affected by a host of prosodic factors~Campbell and Isard
1991!.

A factual basis for these suprasegmental hypotheses
come from what can be calledconstituency effectsin timing
~van Santen, 1997!. For example, vowel duration can b
shortened by 10% for every doubling of sentence length~van
Santen, 1992!; syllables are shorter in longer words~Klatt,
1976; Port, 1981; van Santen, 1992!; vowels can be shorte
when they are preceded by certain tautosyllabic conso
clusters than by single consonants~e.g., the /t/ is longer in
‘‘top’’ than in ‘‘stop.’’ ! These and similar phenomena can
interpreted as a general trend for the duration of a unit~e.g.,
word! to decrease as the number of units in the larger u
~e.g., sentence! increases.

The common hypothesis underlying the work by Cam
bell, Bailly, and Lehiste is that some of these constituen
effects can be best understood by speakers attemptin
keep constant the actual durations of the suprasegme
units. Thus syllables are shortened in longer words beca
speakers tend to keep overall word duration~or foot dura-
tion, with which word duration is statistically correlated!
constant. To put this idea in perspective, we mention so
alternative hypotheses that might explain constituency
fects.
1013 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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First, it might be that these constituency effects ha
little to do with the numbers of units contained in larger un
but are the result of boundary phenomena. Most synta
boundaries cause some degree of lengthening in preboun
syllables~Klatt, 1975!, and, by logical necessity, there a
fewer units affected by boundary lengthening effects in
larger unit. Second, the /t/ being shorter in stop than in
can better be characterized as involving an~unaspirated! al-
lophone of /t/ due to being preceded by /s/; it is unlikely th
the duration of /t/ will be influenced much, if at all, when w
change top into the syllable ‘‘torn,’’ whose rhyme is likely t
be longer by an amount roughly equal to the duration of

In summary, some of these claimed constituency effe
may not exist, while as a group they may be quite hetero
neous and involve factors unrelated to the concept of c
stituency. Hence, there may not be much need for the ab
of suprasegmental timing hypotheses to provide a uni
explanation of these effects.

Although the empirical case for suprasegmental tim
in the form of these constituency effects is not strong, rec
developments in text-to-speech systems have produced
interest in suprasegmental timing. A key reason for this is
following. Prediction of timing in earlier text-to-speech sy
tems involved rules that were based on separate empi
studies in each of which the effects of a small number
factors was measured. Typical rules were of the type ‘‘le
cal stress increases vowel duration by 35%.’’ In the syste
rules such as these were applied successively, starting
an intrinsic phoneme duration~Allen et al., 1987!. The ob-
vious drawback is that one cannot infer from separate stu
how factors interact whose joint effects were not measure
a single experiment. In addition, experiments often involv
different speakers, textual materials, and segmentation
ventions, and hence have incompatibilities that endanger
meaningfulness of the resulting rule system. What was ob
ously needed were large, single-speaker speech corpo
which all factors vary. But when, after increases in compu
power and storage, such speech corpora became avail
new problems were encountered. Because prediction of
mental durations depends on many interacting factors,
the sizes of carefully labeled and segmented speech cor
are necessarily still limited,sparsity problemsarose ~van
Santen, 1994, 1997!: the number of context–phoneme com
binations that can occur in the language is astronomic,
cannot be covered by any reasonably sized corpora.

Under the syllable timing hypothesis, described in mo
detail below, sparsity becomes a significantly lesser iss
According to this hypothesis, durations of syllables a
largely independent of the particular phonemes they cont
while durations of segments depend on their larger proso
context only through the precomputed overall syllable du
tion; one does not have to model how a particular phone
~e.g., /t/! behaves in a particular prosodic context~e.g.,
stressed phrase-final syllable!. This drastically reduces the
sparsity of the data, because the feature space has be
much smaller by the elimination of the interaction betwe
prosodic factors that do not directly affect segments and p
nemic factors that hardly affect syllable durations.

A key role in the introduction of suprasegmental timin
1013J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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in speech synthesis has been played by thesyllable timing
model~Campbell and Isard, 1991; Campbell, 1992!. The im-
portant contribution of this model is that it is the first explic
formalization of the suprasegmental timing idea. Our a
here, however, is not to narrowly focus on the details of t
model, but to formalize and then test its broader underly
assumptions. In addition, the logic that we develop should
applicable to any larger unit, including the foot.

I. OVERVIEW OF THE PAPER

We have performed our analyses for two languag
Mandarin Chinese and American English, and anticipate p
forming similar analyses for other languages, once appro
ate data become available. The two languages differ in s
key issues pertaining to the current study: English is a st
language~and reportedly a stress-timed language where
duration of stress groups is relatively constant!, while Man-
darin is a tone language~and reportedly a syllable-timed lan
guage where syllable duration is relatively constant!. English
has a complicated syllable structure, with consonant clus
both in the onset and coda position of a syllable, while Ma
darin has simple syllable structure with heavy restrictions
coda consonants, disallowing intrasyllabic consonant c
ters. No doubt, given the difference between these two
guages, we expect to see language-specific aspects in th
details of the results. But, what is more interesting is to
to what degree these two very different languages conve
on the evidence supporting segmental timing.

It is extremely important to point out that in both lan
guages we used meaningful sentences that varied sig
cantly in length and syntactic structure. As a conseque
we avoided any of the artifacts that can be associated
recordings involving repeated sentences, or sentences
sisting of a repeated carrier phrase having a ‘‘slot’’ that co
tains a target word that varies from one utterance to the n
It is not unlikely that certain positive findings~e.g., Port
et al., 1987! on suprasegmental unit duration constancy
caused in part by such speaking conditions, because
appear to encourage repetitive behavior from the speake

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next se
tion, Sec. I, we discuss the syllable timing model as propo
by Campbell and Isard~1991! and show that this mode
makes two broad assumptions:segmental independenceand
syllabic mediation. In Sec. III, we first develop the math
ematical justification of our empirical tests of segmental
dependence, and then report results. Section IV has the s
structure, and focuses on syllabic mediation.

II. SYLLABLE TIMING

A. The syllable timing model

We describe here the model as proposed in Camp
and Isard~1991!, and then generalize it in Sec. II B. Barbo
and Bailly~1995! used the same model, but applied to IPC
instead of to syllables. The model can be split up into t
parts. First, a hypothesis about which factors affect the
ration of a syllable; there is no explicit mathematical mod
here—these factors are used as input for a neural net.
1014 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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ond, a mathematical model specifying the durations of a s
ments given a precomputed syllabic duration.

1. Factors affecting and not affecting syllabic
duration

According to Campbell~1990! and to Campbell and
Isard ~1991!, the duration of a syllable depends on the fo
lowing factors:

~1! Number of phonemes in the syllable.
~2! The nature of the syllabic peak~tense versus lax vowe

versus diphthong versus sonorant consonant!.
~3! Position of the syllable in the foot.
~4! Position of the syllable in the phrase and clause.
~5! Stress assigned to the syllable, and nature of pitch mo

ment.
~6! Function/content role of the parent word.

We will call factors 3–6 theprosodic factors, and their
joint combinationsprosodic contexts. The key assumption
here is the minimal dependence of syllabic duration on c
stituent segments~factors 1 and 2!. Basically, these factors
capture some measure ofphonological syllable length, with-
out specific reference to the identities and intrasyllabic lo
tions of its segments.

This assumption predicts that in identical contexts~as
characterized in terms of factors 3–6! the syllables ‘‘lit’’ and
‘‘sit’’ should have the same duration, because the numbe
phonemes is the same and the syllabic peaks are identic

Note that if one includes a more detailed description
the segmental makeup of a syllable, the hypothesis beco
indistinguishable from segmental timing. Specifically, if w
replace factors 1 and 2 by a full characterization of the id
tities and locations of all constituent segments, then
above factors contain all information required to compu
segmental duration in the usual way@e.g., via Klatt’s model
~Allen et al., 1987!#, and we can then trivially compute sy
lable duration by adding up the predicted durations of
constituent segments.

We will refer to the assumption that syllabic duratio
depends on segments only through phonological sylla
length as the segmental independence assumption.

2. Segmental duration

In applications of the model, syllabic durations are p
dicted using a neural net. The training data consist of a lis
feature vectors and associated durations for each syllab
the corpus.

Now, suppose that for a given syllables
5^p1 ,p2 ,...,pn& ~where thepi ’s represent phonemes! in
contextc, the neural net predicts that the syllabic duration
given by some quantity ofD ms. Thus

DUR~s,c!5DUR~^p1 ,p2 ,...,pn&,c!5D. ~1!

Let the mean and standard deviation of the log-transform
durations in the speech corpus of the segmentpi be denoted
by m i and s i . Then, we can solve forks in the following
equation:
1014J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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Once we have determined the solution forks ,ks(D), the
duration of thei th segment is given by

DUR~pi ,s,c!5em i1ks~D!s i. ~3!

Here,ks(D) is the~unique! solution to Eq.~2!. Note that
its value depends only on what the syllable is~s! and on the
duration of the syllable~D!, but not directly on the contex
~c! responsible for giving syllables durationD. This follows
because in Eq.~2! no reference is made to contextc. Hence,
when there are two contextsc andc8 such that

DUR~s,c!5DUR~s,c8!, ~4!

it follows that the resulting estimates forks must be the
same, so that the durations of the individual segments m
also be the same. Thus, when we find two occurrences o
same syllable~e.g., ‘‘lit’’ in phrase-medial stressed contex
vs phrase-final unstressed context; with some luck, t
could have identical durations!, then the durations of the /l/
/i/, and /t/ should be the same in both contexts.

The parameters i is of some theoretical interest, becau
it allows for the possibility that phonetic segments vary
terms ofelasticity~Campbell and Isard, 1991!: Segments dif-
fer in terms of the amount of systematic variation of th
durations. Whether this degree of freedom is needed to
derstand differences among phonemes belonging to the s
class~e.g., vowels! is not certain, however. Elsewhere, w
found that in American English all vowels are stretched a
compressed by identical percentages by all factors con
ered in a large-scale study of duration~van Santen, 1992!,
yet the intrinsic durations of these vowels varied consid
ably.

There is a broader principle here, which is that segm
tal duration is completely determined by~1! a precomputed
syllabic duration~D!, and ~2! its identity (pi). We call this
the syllabic mediation assumption.

Note that the particular version of this assumption in
model, via the parametersm i , ks , ands i , is not critical. In
fact, it would not matter at all if there were no relation b
tweenm i and the mean of the log-transformed durations
pi . Also, note that it would not matter if we would annota
m i ands i by intrasyllabic-positional markers~e.g.,m1,onset,
s2,nucleus, andm1,coda). What matters is the fact that segme
tal duration does not directly depend on contextc, but only
indirectly—via D.

While there are additional assumptions implicit in E
~2!—such as the assumption that it does not matter wher
a syllable a segment occurs~e.g., no difference in the dura
tion of /t/ in ‘‘pit’’ versus ‘‘tip’’ !—these will not be ad-
dressed in this paper.

3. Amendments to the model

While the above formulation brings out the raw essen
of the model, important modifications have been added
Campbell. We discuss here these amendments, and to
extent they change this essence.
1015 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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The first amendment is that for phrase-final syllabl
Eq. ~2! is replaced by

D5(
i 51

n

em i10.75~n2 i !kss i. ~5!

This is a significant relaxation of the syllabic mediatio
assumption. Now it does not predict that the durations of
/i/, and /t/ should be the same in phrase-medial stressed
text vs phrase-final unstressed context. This change
prompted, of course, by the well-known fact that phra
boundaries have a strongly asymmetric stretching effect
syllables, affecting the nucleus and coda much more than
onset.

The second amendment seems at first glance a tech
detail—it was proposed~C92, p. 218! to change the esti-
mated value ofks(D), reducing its absolute value by a sma
quantity ~0.075!. Could it be that this modification makes
conceivable that syllables consisting of intrinsically sh
phonemes~such as /l/ are somewhat shorter than factors 3
dictate, and vice versa for syllables consisting of intrinsica
long phonemes~such as /s/!? The result of that would be tha
there now would be a difference in duration between s
lables lit and sit.

We strongly suspect that this is not the case, howe
Suppose that, for some contextc, the common predicted
value of D(‘ ‘ pay’ ’ uc) and D(‘ ‘ say’ ’ uc) is 400 ms, the
mean durations of /ei/, /s/, and /p/ are 135, 120, and 90 m
respectively, and their standard deviations 45, 40, and 30
Then, after taking the logarithms of these means and s
dard deviations, we find thatk̂pay50.157 andk̂say50.120.
When we subtract from this the correction quantity of 0.07
0.157 changes into 0.082 and 0.120 changes into 0.045.
stituting these values forkpay and ksay in the equations, we
obtainD8(payuc)5303 ms andD8(sayuc)5302. We found
the same results—less than 5-ms differences in ei
direction—over a wide range of values of the correcti
quantity ~ranging from 0.004 687 5 to 1.2!, and of D ~125,
250, and 400 ms.! These counterexamples show that it isnot
the case that modification of the estimates ofk allows the
model to account for our finding reported below that t
durations ofD(payuc) and D(sayuc) differ, and certainly
not for our finding that this difference is roughly equal to t
difference between the average durations of /p/ and /s/~30
ms!.

B. The concept of syllable timing generalized

We elaborate on the syllable timing hypothesis using
diagrams in Fig. 1. These diagrams depictfunctional rela-
tionships ~in the broad mathematical sense of the wo
‘‘function’’ ! between factors~in rectangular boxes! and du-
rations~enclosed by ellipsoids!, with an arrow from A to B
indicating that Bdepends onA.

This dependency relation is quite general, and inclu
subset relations@as between contextual factors and phra
location in panel~b!; the latter being a special case of th
former#, arithmetic relations@as between segmental duratio
and syllable duration in panel~c!, the latter being the sum o
the former#, and factorial mappings@as between contextua
1015J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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FIG. 1. Functional relations between a syllable and its segments.
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factors and syllable duration in panel~a!, the latter being
computed from the former via duration rules, duration mo
els, or neural nets#.

Panel ~a! shows the first version of the hypothes
~which we label thestrong syllabic liming hypothesis, and is
much stronger than either Campbell’s or Barbosa and B
ly’s proposals!. It states that the duration of a syllable
completely independent of the segments it contains~which
we call strongsegmental independence!, and that the dura-
tion of a segment in a syllable depends only on the dura
of the syllable and the identity of the segments~which we
call strongsyllabic mediation!. In other words, there is a se
of contextual factorsthat has only indirect effects on seg
mental duration, via the syllable. This set consists of all f
tors affecting duration of the syllable and the segment,
excludes any factors derived from~or depending on! the seg-
mental composition of the syllable. The effects of the co
1016 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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ated by the syllable, while the segmental factors have
effect on syllable duration.

However, as Campbell, and Barbosa and Bailly, we
well aware, the strong syllable timing hypothesis is ob
ously wrong. First, syllables consisting of more segme
have longer durations~e.g., the syllable ‘‘string’’ in the word
‘‘stringing’’ is longer than the syllable ‘‘ring’’ in the word
‘‘ringing’’ !. Hence, the duration of a syllable is not com
pletely independent of its segments—at the very least, it
pends on their number.

Second, two occurrences of the same syllable can h
the same overall duration, yet the durations of the segm
differ, contradicting the syllabic mediation assumption. F
example, consider the syllable ‘‘pin’’ in phrase-final un
stressed context versus in phrase-medial stressed con
and suppose that the two syllables have the same ov
1016J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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durations—which is conceivable, because both stress
phrase-finality have lengthening effects. But when that h
pens, the@n# is likely to be longer in phrase-final unstress
pin than in phrase-medial stressed pin. Thus, segmenta
ration depends not only on syllable duration and segme
identity, but also on whether the syllable is phrase-final a
stressed, and on the location of the segment within the
lable.

The second hypothesis@the weak syllable timing hy-
pothesis; panel~b!# takes some of these facts into accou
while preserving the overall structure of the strong sylla
timing hypothesis~Campbell and Isard, 1991; Campbe
1992!. It is assumed that syllable duration is at least pa
determined by segments~by their number and the type o
nucleus!, and that segmental duration is influenced direc
by at least one contextual factor—phrasal location. In pa
1~b!, this is accomplished by two ‘‘bypasses.’’ These ad
tions lead to significant deviations from the strong sylla
timing hypothesis, but because of the limited amount of
formation flowing through the bypasses, strong constra
on speech timing remain.

The third diagram@panel ~c!# assumes that the flow o
information through these bypasses is not limited at
Now, if all factors directly affect segmental duration, the
because the duration of a syllable can be computed by
ing the durations of its segments, the third diagram can
simplified into the fourth diagram@panel~d!#, which we la-
beledsegmental timing. In this diagram the contextual fac
tors are used to predict segmental duration directly, wh
syllable duration is the sum of all the segments contai
therein.

In summary, the essence of the syllable timing hypo
esis consists of the following two key assumptions:

~1! Segmental independence. The duration of syllable in a
fixed context is only minimally dependent on its se
mental composition.

~2! Syllabic mediation. The duration of any segment in
syllable can be predicted from the predicted duration
the syllable, the identity of the segment, and only mi
mal information about contextual factors.

The question addressed in this paper is not whether
strong syllable timing hypothesis is correct, because
know it is not. What is at stake is to what degree the s
mental independence and syllabic mediation assumptions
incorrect—how much information flows through the by
passes.

III. SEGMENTAL INDEPENDENCE: EFFECTS OF
INTRINSIC SEGMENTAL DURATION ON SYLLABLE
DURATION

This section investigates the segmental independenc
sumption bymeasuring relations between segmental and s
lable durations for a fixed syllable structure in a fixed co
text. By analyzing the relation between these two types
duration we will be able to draw strong conclusions ab
segmental independence, using the following argument.

Suppose that we analyze syllables that all occur in
1017 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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same context, have the same syllable structure~including not
only the number of segments but also their order, ther
distinguishing not only between a consonant followed by
vowel-~CV! and CVC but also between CVCC and CCVC!,
and have the same nucleus type. Then, the weak syll
timing hypothesis predicts that syllable duration should
constant except for random variability. This is the case
cause the only factor distinguishing between these sylla
are thedetailsof their segmental makeup such as whethe
syllable starts with a@t# or a @b#; according to the weak
syllable timing hypothesis, these details do not matter. If
then show that within this very restricted context, syllab
duration nevertheless varies systematically with the intrin
durations of constituent segments, this would be a powe
violation of this prediction. A similar logic was used b
Beckman~1982!, who showed that, in Japanese, segme
are not shortened when other segments in the same m
have long intrinsic durations.

We are aware that analyzing correlations between du
tions is hazardous if we were to analyze durations ofindi-
vidual occurrences, because segmentation errors could
duce positive correlations~Ohala and Lyberg, 1976!. For
example, when the left boundary of the ‘‘p’’ in pin is put too
early in some specific occurrence of pin, and too late
another occurrence, then this will induce a positive corre
tion between the durations of ‘‘p’’ and pin. However, we
analyzed correlations betweenaveragedurations~interpreted
as estimates of intrinsic durations!, where each average wa
computed from many instances. Such correlations can
easily be accounted for by segmentation errors, in partic
when each average is based on many observed duration
when the two sets of averages are based on different sub
of the data base. Moreover, by showing that the durati
have an expected pattern where, say, syllables starting
voiceless stops are longer than those starting with voi
stops, the contribution of segmentation errors to the corr
tion becomes even less likely.

To discuss the relation between syllabic and segme
duration more clearly, we introduce some notation, and
the process discuss the relation between segmental inde
dence and the concept of~intrasyllabic! compensatory tim-
ing.

Consider syllables of the type CV—a consonant f
lowed by a vowel, and letcv be an instance. DUR(cv) is the
intrinsic duration ofcv in some fixed context, DUR(cucv)
the duration ofc in cv, and DUR(vucv) the duration ofv in
cv. By definition,

DUR~cv !5DUR~cucv !1DUR~vucv !. ~6!

Also, DUR(c•) is the mean duration of all CV syllable
starting withc, and DUR(•v) the mean duration of all CV
syllables ending onv. Likewise, DUR(cuc•) is the duration
of c averaged over all vowelsv, and DUR(vu•v) the dura-
tion of v averaged over all consonantsc.

Next, if we let the vowels range from 1,...,V and conso-
nants from 1,...,C

DUR~c• !5~1/V! (
v51

v5V

DUR~cv !, ~7!
1017J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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DUR~•v !5~1/C! (
c51

c5C

DUR~cv !. ~8!

All quantities defined thus far are descriptive statist
that can be computed directly from data. We now introdu
simple linear effects models for these quantities, describ
compensatory effects of these segments on each others
rations

DUR~cucv !5D inherent~c!2Ecompensatory~v !, ~9!

and

DUR~vucv !5D inherent~v !2Ecompensatory~c!. ~10!

These equations state that the duration of a consonan
vowel may depend on the identities of the remaining s
ments in the syllable. When there is no compensatory eff
thenEcompensatory50.

It is easy to show that Eqs.~6!–~10! imply a functional
relationship between average syllable duration for syllab
containing a particular consonant~or vowel! and the average
duration of that consonant~or vowel!

DUR~c• !5DUR~cuc• !2Ecompensatory~c!

1~1/V! (
v51

v5V

D inherent~v !, ~11!

and

DUR~•v !5DUR~vu•v !2Ecompensatory~v !

1~1/C! (
c51

c5C

D inherent~c!. ~12!

This implies, first, that if there is no compensatory tim
ing @i.e., Ecompensatory(c)50], then a graph displaying syl
lable duration@DUR(c•)# as a function of segmental dura
tion @DUR(cuc•)# is a line with a slope of 1~see Fig. 2! and
an intercept of

FIG. 2. Relation between syllable and segmental duration with comp
partial, or no compensation. Note that the two axes are drawn on the
scale.
1018 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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~1/V! (
v51

v5V

D inherent~v !;

and likewise for vowel duration.
Second, if we make the additional assumption that

amount of compensatory shortening inflicted by consonac
on a vowel is larger for intrinsically longer consonants, th
Eq. ~11! also implies that the slope of the line~or curve,
because the relation between intrinsic duration and comp
satory effect is not necessarily linear! becomes shallower a
the overall degree of compensatory shortening beco
more severe. If we, for the purposes of illustration, do
sume a linear relationship with slope (12a) and intercept
2b

Ecompensatory~c!5~12a!D inherent~c!2b, ~13!

then

DUR~c• !5a DUR~cuc• !1~1/V! (
v51

v5V

D interent~v !1b,

~14!

then, whena is 1 ~no compensation!, the curve is a line with
slope 1, and whena is 0 ~complete compensation!, the curve
is a horizontal line.

The point here is that segmental independence imp
complete—not partial—compensatory timing for syllable
having the same structure and occurring in the same pros
context. To show that segmental independence does
hold, it is sufficient to demonstrate a systematic relations
between segmental and syllabic duration~i.e., a.0.0), but
we do not need to show complete lack of compensation~i.e.,
a51). However, our results below show that in most ca
studieda is in fact quite close to 1.0. This constitutes pa
ticularly strong evidence against segmental independenc

A. Segmental independence in American English

1. Method

For American English, the same database was use
described in van Santen~1992!. The database consists o
2017 isolated sentences read by an American English m
speaker. Vowel onset was determined by the first zero cr
ing at which the formant structure characteristic for t
vowel was visible; the consonantal aspiration, if present, w
not included in the vowel duration. Vowel offset was dete
mined similarly. Two cases require special attention. Fi
vowel-to-vowel boundaries were measured by determin
the location of an amplitude minimum~corresponding to ei-
ther a definite or a weak glottal stop! in the formant transi-
tion region. In the absence of a clearly defined minimum,
midpoint of the transition region was used. When no we
defined formant transition region could be found, the po
temporally midway between the two vowel centers was us
Here, vowel centers were determined on the basis of ene
peaks and proximity to target vowel formant values. Seco
transitions from vowels to or from approximants could typ
cally be detected by a visible discontinuity; if not, the mi
point of the transition region was used; and when no tran
tion region was detectable, fixed formant values were us
for example, the boundary of /w/ and the following vowel

e,
me
1018J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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placed at the point where theF2 value of /w/ passes 900 Hz
the boundary between /r/ and a following vowel is placed
the point where theF3 value of /r/ passes 1750 Hz.

2. Results

We analyzed the two most frequently occurring syllab
types—consonant–vowel~CV! and consonant–vowel–
consonant~CVC!. Table I shows the symbols used for d
noting consonant classes as defined in terms of voicing
manner. We first analyzed stressed word-initial CV syllab
in phrase-medial words having two or three syllables.

Syllable duration was highly predictable from the intri
sic durations of the onset and the nucleus, as measure
product-moment correlation coefficients of 0.912 (t755.88,
p,0.001) and 0.959 (t15512.20, p,0.001). The slopes
were 0.889 and 0.959, statistically indistinguishable fro
1.0. Hence, for these syllables, virtually no compensat
timing takes place.

Next, we analyzed stressed word-final CVC syllables
accented phrase-medial words. Correlations between syll
duration and the segmental durations were 0.677 (t552.06,
p,0.05) for the onset consonant, 0.777 (t1154.09, p
,0.001) for the vowel, and 0.650 (t451.71,p,0.1) for the
coda consonant. Slopes were 1.122, 0.929, and 1.009.

TABLE I. Consonant class labels used for American English.

Class Symbol

Voiced stops B
Voiceless stops P
Voiced fricatives Z
Voiceless fricatives S
/h/ H
Voiced affricate J
Voiceless affricate C
Nasal N
Liquids, glides L
1019 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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For the effects of consonants in onsets in both sy
ble types, both voicing and manner of the segment p
a role: voiceless fricatives.voiceless stops.voiced stops
.voiced fricatives. Vowels showed a clear separation
tween four classes: diphthongs, long vowels~@,# and @Ä#!,
medium-length vowels~@{#, @Ñ#, @É#!, and vowels~@}#, @i# @##,
@*#!. Please see Figs. 3 and 4.

B. Segmental independence in Mandarin Chinese

1. Method

The Mandarin data were a subset of a database desi
for the study of duration~van Santen, 1993; Shih and Ao
1994, 1996!. The original database consists of 424 senten
chosen by a greedy algorithm, which maximizes the cov
age of a set of predefined factors, including phone comb
tions and phones in prosodic contexts. The sentences w
recorded by a male Mandarin speaker from Beijing. The
corded speech was segmented with the same standard
scribed above for the English database. This database
tains 19 150 syllables or 49 671 phones.

Three syllable types of Mandarin Chinese were a
lyzed: CV, CVC, and CGV~here, ‘‘C’’ indicates nonglide
consonants, and ‘‘G’’ glide consonants!. For the CVC case,
effects of the final consonant could not be measured bec
the coda in the language is highly constrained: only nasaH/
and /n/, and retroflex /[/ are allowed, and these three cod
have very similar durations~77, 75, and 63 ms, respectively
in our database!, making it meaningless to analyze correl
tions between segmental and syllabic duration for codas

Besides syllable type, within-word position was al
varied ~word-initial final!: Contextual factors kept constan
were tone~deaccented neutral tones were excluded!, promi-
nence~syllables with discourse prominence were exclude!,
number of syllables in word~at least two!, and position in
phrase~neither phrase-initial nor phrase-final!.
t
as follow
FIG. 3. Effects of consonant~left panel! and vowel~right panel! identity on CV syllable duration~linear, given in ms!, for American English. The consonan
symbols in the left and right panels represent consonant classes, see Table I. The vowel symbols in the center panel correspond to IPA symbolss:
Y5/Åi/, W5/a*/, I5/ai/, A5/ei/, a5/,/, o5/Ä/, O5/o*/, .5/Å/, R5/Ñ/, U5/É/, E5/ i/, #5/#/, e5/}/, u5/*/, i 5/i/.
1019J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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FIG. 4. Effects of consonant~left and right panels! and vowel~center panel! identity on CVC syllable duration.
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2. Results

Table II shows overall statistics for the relation betwe
segmental and syllable duration for six syllable types. As
American English, syllable duration correlates strongly w
segmental duration.

Figure 5 shows mean durations pooled across all th
syllable types and two within-word locations, that have be
additivelycorrectedfor the effects of syllable type and loca
tion. By this, the following is meant. We predicted duratio
using multiple regression, with as predictive factors sylla
type and location, using a standard dummy-coding sche
The residuals can then be considered as durations that
been corrected for the effects of these factors. Table
shows the correlations within each of the syllable types.

It is critical that the relation between syllable duratio
and onset consonant duration cannot be reduced to a si
categorization such as voiced vs voiceless consonants. T
syllable duration depends in a detailed way on the identity
the onset consonant, including both voicing and manner.
not impossible that, given enough data, we also might h
been able to show effects of place of articulation~which are
much smaller!.

The results for vowels are less clear, which may be d
at least in part, to the intrinsic duration range to be sma
for vowels~50 ms! than for consonants~100 ms!. This might
be the result of the well-knownrestriction of rangephenom-
enon, where the correlation between two random variab

TABLE II. Consonant class labels used for Mandarin Chinese, sorte
decreasing order of segmental duration.

Class Symbol
Segmental
duration

Syllable
duration

Voiceless fricatives s, s½, * S 113 248
Aspirated affricates C 101 224
Voiceless fricatives f, h h 93 232
Voiceless aspirated stops P 80 210
Glides Y 63 200
Nasals in onsets n 59 212
Other voiced consonants v 51 203
Unaspirated affricates Z 38 183
Unaspirated stops B 10 165
1020 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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decreases as we reduce the range of one variable. Neve
less, there is also a statistically significant association.

C. Summary of segmental independence results

In both languages, we found large and systematic va
tions in syllable duration, despite the fact that the syllab
were matched in terms of internal structure and occurred
equivalent contexts. According to the weak syllable timi
hypothesis, this variation should have been small and r
dom. The systematicity was shown by powerful correlatio
between intrinsic segmental and syllabic duration, involvi
detailed classification of the segments. These results con
dict the assumption of segmental independence. We c
clude that the duration of a syllable of a given type in a giv
context depends on the details of its segmental makeup,
cifically, on those phonetic features that are the primary
terminants ofsegmentalduration—voicing and manner. In
terms of the diagrams in Fig. 1, these results suggest
syllable duration is influenced by segmental identities
rectly @as in panel~c!#, and not as in the weak syllable timin
hypothesis merely through the number of segments o
coarse characterization of the nucleus.

In several cases, the slopes of the line relating segme
duration to syllable duration were statistically not signi
cantly different from 1.0, indicating minimal amounts o
compensatory timing.

To clarify how to interpret these results, we emphas
that they do not establish the phonological reality of se
ments. Rather, they establish that the durational behavio
syllables cannot be understood without taking into acco
the detailed properties of their constituents. The results
neutral as to whether one should describe these constitu
as a sequence of phonetic segments or as a set of q
independent asynchronous streams of features.

IV. SYLLABIC MEDIATION: EFFECTS OF
SUPRASEGMENTAL FACTORS ON SEGMENTAL
DURATION

We test here the following implication of syllabic me
diation: when the exact same syllable~e.g., two instances o
@ba:#! occurring in two contexts has the same duration, th
the segmental durations should also be the same.

in
1020J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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FIG. 5. Effects of consonant~left panel! and vowel~right panel! identity on syllable duration, combined over three syllable types~CV, CVC, and CGV! and
over word position~word-initial, word-final!, for Mandarin Chinese. The data in the left panel are the same as given in Table II. The consonant sym
the left panel represent consonant classes as shown in Table II. The vowel symbols in the right panel correspond to IPA symbols as follows:5/,/, a
5/Ä/, W5/a*/, e5/}/, U5/]/, E5/#/, i5/i/, u5/u/, o5/o/, O5/o)/, J5/&/.
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As pointed out in Sec. II, the weak syllable timing h
pothesis makes an exception for the effect of phrase bou
aries. That is, segmental duration depends not only on
lable duration and segmental identity, but also on whet
the syllable is phrase-final and on the position of the segm
within the syllable. In other words, phrasal location has
specialsyllabic influence profile, whereby segments in dif
ferent intrasyllabic locations are affected by differe
amounts by changes in phrasal location.

In this section, we show that many contextual facto
not only phrasal location, have a nonuniform, unique sylla
influence profile, where some factors affect mostly sylla
onset duration, and others the duration of the nucleus, or
coda. This implies that segmental duration depends on
constellation of contextual factors to a much greater deg
than can be comfortably handled by the weak syllable tim
hypothesis.

A brief not here on the logical connection between
fluence profiles and syllabic mediation. In practice, it is d
ficult to obtain contextual constellations that produce nea
identical syllable durations~e.g., because the effects of stre
would have to be exactly the same as the effects of ph
finality!. Syllable influence profiles allow us to estimate se
mental durations that would be obtained had we been ab

TABLE III. Correlations ~slopes! for relation between syllable-initial con
sonant or vowel and syllable duration, for Mandarin Chinese. Except for
value of 0.21, all correlations are significant atp,0.05.

Syllable
type

Within-word
position Consonant Vowel

CV initial 0.89 ~0.70! 0.76 ~0.81!
final 0.91 ~0.63! 0.21 ~0.43!

CVC initial 0.96 ~0.84! 0.60 ~0.70!
final 0.96 ~0.75! 0.89 ~0.91!

CGV initial 0.95 ~0.94! 0.94 ~0.55!
final 0.90 ~0.96! 0.99 ~0.78!
1021 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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find such constellations, using the following argument. W
define the syllabic influence profile of a two-leveled factor
follows. For each within-syllable position, we compute t
ratio of the segmental durations in the ‘‘long’’ versu
‘‘short’’ level of the factor ~e.g., stressed versus unstress
or phrase-final versus phrase-medial!; the graph of these ra
tios across within-syllable position is the syllabic influen
profile. We say that two profileshave different shapeswhen
it is impossible to transform one into the other by multipl
ing it with some constant. It follows that if we find som
constant that produces the same profile averages~i.e., aver-
age over within-syllable locations!, then for at least one
within-syllable location the values of the two profiles w
still be different. Thus, when we find that two contextu
constellations produce profiles with different shapes, then
extrapolation~e.g., had we been able to find boundaries t
are a little bit stronger, or stress levels that are a little
weaker! it follows that contextual constellations that wou
have produced the same overall syllable durations would
produce the same segmental durations. Of course, we
making a tacit assumption here, which is that contextual
fects are multiplicative in nature. There is increasingly mo
evidence, however, that to a first order of approximation t
is true for most contextual effects on duration~van Santen,
1992; Shih and Ao, 1994, 1996; Mo¨bius and van Santen
1996!.

The factors that will be analyzed are word initiality, ton
~Mandarin Chinese!, word emphasis~Mandarin Chinese!,
lexical stress~American English!, and phrasal position.

A. Syllabic mediation in American English

We analyzed the effects of three factors for CV a
CVC syllables:

~1! Phrase boundaries, comparing word-final syllables in
phrase-medial and utterance-final position.

e
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FIG. 6. Syllable influence profiles for contextual factors on durations of onsets and nuclei in CV syllables in American English. Error bars indic%
confidence intervals.
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~2! Within-word position, comparing non-word-final syl-
lables in word-initial and non-word-initial position.

~3! Lexical stress, comparing unstressed with primar
stressed.

Analyses of variance were performed on the logarit
of duration~thereby analyzing ratios, orchange percentages,
as in the figures, instead of differences!. We were primarily
interested in showing nonuniformity of lengthening rati
across within-syllable positions~which corresponds to a two
way interaction between within-syllable location and conte
tual factor!, and showing that these nonuniform influen
patterns differed across contextual factors@which corre-
sponds to a three-way interaction between within-sylla
location, type of contextual factor~phrase boundary versu
stress versus word initiality!, and within-contextual-factor-
level ~longer versus shorter, e.g., phrase-final vs phra
1022 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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medial for the phrase boundary factor#. In each of these
analyses, we also included some of the remaining factor
the analysis~listed as ‘‘additional factors’’! that the database
did not allow us to keep constant; these factors were
sumed not to interact with the factors of interest. Segme
identity was treated as a nested~within the within-syllable
location factor! fixed-effects factor. Table IV shows whic
factors were involved in these analyses.

Key findings were the following~also see Figs. 6 and 7
and Table IV!: First, word initiality had no main effect@CV
case: F(1,1530)50.2196, p.0.5; CVC case:F(1,880)
50.58,p.0.5] and did not interact with position in the sy
lable @CV case: F(1,1530)53.78, p.0.5; CVC case:
F(1,880)52.62,p.0.05].

Second, phrase boundary had main effects@CVC case,
phrase boundary:F(1,5497)51873.38,p,0.001; CV case,
FIG. 7. Syllable influence profiles for contextual factors on durations of onsets, nuclei, and codas in CVC in American English.
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phrase boundary:F(1,750)5255.73, p,0.001] and inter-
acted with within-syllable location@CVC case, phrase
boundary: F(1,5497)587.77, p,0.001; CV case, phras
boundary:F(1,750)5170.56,p,0.001].

Third, stress had main effects@CVC case, stress
F(1,1216)5228.88, p,0.001; CV case, stress:F(1,710)
555.64, p,0.001] but interacted with position in the sy
lable only in CVCs@CVC case, stress:F(1,1216)558.71,
p,0.001; CV case, stress:F(1,710)50.12,p.0.5].

Fourth, the critical three-way interaction betwe
within-syllable location, type of contextual factor, an
within-contextual-factor was significant for CVCs and f
CVs and for CVs @CVC case: F(4,7639)593.55, p
,0.001; CV case:F(2,3007)544.25,p,0.001].

We reach the conclusion that different contextual fact
have different, nonuniform influence profiles, with the diffe
ences particularly pronounced for CVCs due to the lack
effect of stress on codas.

B. Syllabic mediation in Mandarin Chinese

We analyzed the effects of four factors for CV and CV
syllables:

~1! Phrase boundaries, comparing word-final, utterance
medial syllables in phrase-medial and phrase-final p
tion.

~2! Within-word position, comparing syllables in word
initial and non-word-initial position.

~3! Tone, comparing the deaccented tone 0 with full ton
1–4.

~4! Stress, comparing stress 0 with stress levels 1 and 2.

TABLE IV. Restrictions and additional factors for each of the three co
trasts shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for American English~CV syllables; CVC
syllables between parentheses!.

Contrast Restrictions Additional

Phrase-final
vs not phrase-final

Exclude affricates Segmental identity

Exclude schwa
At least 4 words
Word-final
Primary stress
Accented

Word-initial
vs not word-initial

Exclude affricates Segmental identity

Exclude schwa
At least 4 words
Not phrase-initial
Not phrase-final
Not word-final
Primary stress
Accented

Stress 1
vs stress 0

Exclude affricates Segmental identity

Exclude schwa
Not phrase-initial
At least 4 words
Not phrase-final
Not phrase-final
Word-final ~Only word final!
Accented
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Table V lists additional restrictions as well as additional fa
tors.

Figures 8 and 9 show that phrase boundaries prima
affect the nucleus and coda, while word initiality primari
affects the onset. The effects of tone and stress are m
evenly spread over onset, nucleus, and coda. Results
quite similar for CV and CVC syllables.

Analyses of variance on the logarithm of duration su
ported these impressions. For CV syllables, we found sign
cant effects~at p,0.001 or better!. All analyses uniformly
yieldedF-ratios with 1 and degrees of freedom~df!, where df
exceeded 3000, and had values in excess of 9.0; we do
separately report these analyses for the interaction betw
within-syllable location and phrase boundary, tone, stre
and word initiality, indicating that ratios for the two loca
tions indeed differed for each of these factors.

Moreover, the critical three-way interaction betwe
within-syllable location, type of contextual factor~phrase
boundary versus tone versus stress versus word initial!,
and within-contextual-factor~longer versus shorter, e.g
phrase-final versus phrase-medial for the phrase boun
factor! was also significant.

C. Summary of syllabic mediation results

Syllabic mediation implies that contextual constellatio
that produce the same syllable duration should also cause
durations of the constituent segments to be the same.
was tested by analyzing the syllabic influence profiles
various two-level~‘‘long’’ versus ‘‘short’’ ! contextual fac-
tors, defined as the ratios of the long to the short duration
a function of within-syllable position. We found that the e
fects on segmental duration depend on a complicated in
action between within-syllable position and which contextu

- TABLE V. Restrictions and additional factors for each of the four contra
shown in Figs. 8 and 9~Mandarin Chinese!.

Contrast Restrictions Additional

Phrase-final
vs not phrase-final

Tones 1–4 Segmental identity

Stress 0 Word-initial
vs not word-initial

Word-final
Not phrase-initial
Not utterance-final

Word-initial
vs not word-initial

Tones 1–4 Segmental identity

Stress 0
Polysyllabic word
Not phrase-initial
Not phrase-final

Tone 1–4
vs tone 0

Not phrase-initial Segmental identity

Not phrase-final Within-word position
Stress 0

Stress 1,2
vs stress 0

Not phrase-initial Segmental identity

Not phrase-final Within-word position
Tones 1–4
1023J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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factor was involved. It seems that these factors, far fr
operating on the syllable as a unit, have strikingly unev
effects across the syllable.

Recent results by van Son and van Santen~1997! cast
further doubt on syllabic mediation. The effects of stress
surrounding vowels on intervocalic consonants in wo
initial, word-medial, and word-final syllables were studie
For labials, it was found that the effects of stress~measured
as ratios or as differences! were roughly the same in the thre
syllabic positions. However, for coronals these effects d
fered strongly. Specifically, stress of surrounding vowels h
a much larger effect in word-medial positions than in eith
word-final or word-initial positions.~Of course, the word-
medial prestressed position provides the typical contex
which flappingoccurs.! These, and related results show th
effects of prosodic factors such as syllabic stress and pos
of the syllable in a word have to be understood in conju
tion with specific features of the segments involved, not o
in conjunction with the intrasyllabic position of the se
1024 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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ments. These results cannot be understood by prosodic
tors determining overall syllable duration, and segmental
rations being adjusted to fit in this syllable interval.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we argued that various forms of the s
lable timing concept all share two assumptions, which
called syllabic mediationand segmental independence. The
former refers to the assumption that the duration of a s
ment depends only on the duration of the syllable, its id
tity, and its position in the syllable; and the latter to th
assumption that the duration of the syllable is independen
the identities of the segments it contains.

The data showed that the duration of a syllable is hig
dependent on the intrinsic duration of the segments it c
tains. Specifically, durations of syllables having exactly t
same structure~e.g., CVC! and occurring in nominally iden-
tical prosodic contexts vary systematically with the intrins
ese.
FIG. 9. Syllable influence profiles for various contextual factors on durations of onsets, nuclei, and codas in CVC syllables in Mandarin Chin
1024J. P. H. van Santen and C. Shih: Segmental timing models
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durations of their segments. In other words, one cannot
dict and understand syllable duration unless one takes
identities of the constituent segments into account. B
when the syllable timing model does this, the key attract
property—decomposition of the feature space into proso
factors that do not directly affect segments and phone
factors that hardly affect syllable durations—is lost. As w
remarked in the Introduction, this property could have bee
major tool in dealing with data sparsity.

The data also showed that contextual factors differ
terms of which parts of the syllable they affect: Some fact
primarily affect onsets, others onsets and nuclei, and
others nuclei and codas. In other words, syllable duration
itself does not dictate segmental duration.

We reach the following conclusion. There is little co
troversy that suprasegmental units~words, syllables, IPCGs!
play a role as phonological entities in explaining and pred
ing speech timing. In addition, it may very well be that ce
tain effects involving these entities are of a compensat
nature. For example, we know that vowels in long words
shorter than vowels in short words; also, it appeared
some degree of compensation takes place at the intrasyl
level in Mandarin Chinese. Nevertheless, in the two la
guages studied these compensatory effects are quite w
and come nowhere near to obscuring the effects of intrin
segmental duration on overall syllable duration.

We want to conclude by sketching a hypothesis of w
speech would not be produced in terms of suprasegme
temporal units. We propose that higher-level speech prod
tion processes are concerned with speech timing only
loose sense, and issue fairly imprecise requests for local~i.e.,
on the scale of up to a few syllables! accelerations and de
celerations down the line of command to lower-level spe
production processes. That is: they are commands of
type: ‘‘pronounce this important word very slowly,’’ but no
‘‘pronounce this syllable in 192 ms,’’ nor ‘‘make sure th
these syllables are produced with the same total duratio
Moreover, except perhaps for certain types of poetry or r
erant speech, these local speaking rate requests are d
mined to a significant degree by the semantics of discou
Of course, thepattern of which words in a phrase requir
special emphasis—and hence local deceleration—does
follow some simple~e.g., alternating! sequence, but is the
result of syntactic and semantic constraints. Hence, it wo
be unlikely that the pattern of local speaking rate comma
issued by these higher-level speech production proce
would exhibit any type of constancy or repetitiveness. S
mantics, redundancy, and the desire to communicate
ciently may even be responsible for certain ‘‘compensato
phenomena that typically have been interpreted as reflec
the speaker’s desire for isochrony, such as the fact that v
els are shorter in longer words: It simply may be that s
lables in long words are lexically more redundant than s
lables in short words, and hence do not require particula
careful pronunciation. Elsewhere~van Santen, 1992! we
showed not only that vowels in longer words are shorter t
vowels in shorter words, but also, using a partial correlat
technique, that this is not due to any effects of stress gr
length—which obviously increases with word length.
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The actual durations of the resulting articulatory actio
are a function both of these top-down requests and of var
physiological and mechanical constraints. Since articulat
actions in speech are largelynonrepetitive~i.e., in nonreiter-
ant speech the articulatory path hardly ever passes thro
the same subpath twice in articulatory space!, there is no
reason to suspect that articulatory actions involvependulum-
like muscle behaviorsuch as in rhythmic music, sawing, o
nodding one’s head. Hence, the physiological and mech
cal constraints are unlikely to execute rhythmic local spe
ing rate commands in a rhythmic fashion.

If this proposal is correct, then we should not expe
rhythmicity in speech in the sense of any constancies of
prasegmental unit durations.
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